Go With the Flow
Fabric Requirements:

Background: 9 fat quarters
Accents: 5 fat quarters
Backing: 2 2/3 yards (pieced horizontally)
Binding: 1/2 yard

Cutting Instructions:

21”

Backgrounds:

3 1/2

Cut each of the 9 fat quarters as follows:
Cut (1) 3 1/2 inch strip
***Turn remaining fat quarter so the 21 inch side is

horizontal and the 14 1/2 inch side is vertical.

18”

Cut (8) 2 1/2 inch strips

Sub cut (6) of these strips into
(6) 2 1/2 x 12 1/2 units
Sub cut the remaining (2) strips into

2 1/2

(3) 2 1/2 x 6 1/2 inch units

You will have (9) unit stacks—1 for each background fabric

18”

Accents:

Cut each of the 5 fat quarters as follows:
Cut (9) 1 1/2 inch strips
Sub cut (4) of these strips into
(12) 1 1/2 x 6 1/2 inch units

Sub cut (3) of these strips into

21”

(12) 1 1/2 x 4 1/2 inch units
Leave the remaining (2) strips full length
Cut (2) 2 inch strips and sub cut into 2 inch

squares

You will have (5) unit stacks—1 for each accent fabric

1 1/2

2

Piecing Instructions:
1.) Take (1) background unit stack. Choose the (1) accent fabric stack you wish to use.
2.) Take (1) 2 1/2 x 6 1/2 inch background unit and (2) 1 1/2 x 6 1/2 inch accent units. Sew (1)
accent unit to EACH 6 1/2 inch side of the background unit.
3.) Take (2) 1 1/2 x 4 1/2 inch accent units and sew (1) accent unit to EACH 4 1/2 side. (This is the
rectangle unit and should measure 4 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches.)

4.) Take the 3 1/2 inch background strip and sew (1) 1 1/2 inch full accent strip to one side of the
background strip. Sub cut this sewn piece into (6) 2 1/2 x 4 1/2 inch units. (These are the direction
units.)

5.) Take (1) direction unit. Position it so that the accent strip is on the right and sew to one 4 1/2 side of
the rectangle unit. Take (1) direction unit and, positioning the accent strip to the right, sew to the
opposite 4 1/2 inch side of the rectangle unit.
6.) Take (2) 2 1/2 x 12 1/2 inch background units and sew one along each of the 12 1/2 inch sides of
your partial block.
7.) Square up block to 8 1/2 x 12 1/2.

8.) Take (1) 2 inch accent square from two different accent stacks. Holding the block with the
8 1/2 inch side horizontally, pin one accent square to the top left corner and the other accent square to

the bottom right corner. The block should have one background fabric and 3 different accent fabrics (one
for the main design and 2 for the corner squares).
9.) Sew pinned squares on to the corners of the block by sewing a diagonal line from point to point of the
accent square. Once sewn, measure 1/4 inch from the sewn line towards the outside of the block and cut
off the excess corners. Press the sewn triangle flaps to complete the outside corners of the block.
10.) Repeat steps #2—9 twice more with the same fabrics to yield 3 of the same blocks.

15 Blocks

11.) Put the remaining accent units back in the mix to be used in other blocks.
12.) Repeat steps #1—11 with (4) background stacks to yield a total of (15) blocks.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
13.) Using the remaining (4) background stacks, repeat steps #1—11 as before EXCEPT that in step
#5 change the direction of the unit to have the accent strip on the left and in step #8 sew the corner
accent squares to the top right and bottom left. This will yield a total of (12) blocks.

12 Blocks

